DiscoPosse Review: MongoDB Applied Design
Patterns
That sound you hear is my mind being blown. Rick Copeland and the folks at O’Reilly have really
put together a great book here. Admittedly, it was outside of my usual comfort zone because of the
depth of the content, but it forced me to raise my game to really dig in on some MongoDB goodness
here.
As I come from the old school, relational DB background, I haven’t done as much work in NoSQL DB
engines. I’m impressed with the detail that Rick put into the content and the use cases provided
gave great context to bring code and concept together.
The target audience for this is definitely an application developer or someone in database
management. As a systems administrator, some of the depth of detail may be overwhelming. That
being said, the book is great. I’d absolutely recommend it.

DiscoPosse Review: Training Kit (Exam
70-462): Administering Microsoft® SQL
Server® 2012 Databases
I’m a big fan of training and certification. It’s an increasingly important part of a professional IT
worker’s career to stay in tune with current and new technologies. The Administering Microsoft SQL
Server 2012 Databases Training Kit by Orin Thomas, Peter Ward and Bob Taylor from Microsoft
Press is quite simply one of the best tools you could use to get to your 70-462 exam success.
The format of the guide is a step-by-step delivery of knowledge and content with accompanying
exercises to strengthen the skills from each section and chapter as you progress through the book. If
you are new to SQL Server, or looking to enhance yourself by certifying in SQL Server 2012, you will
find this book to be well laid out.
The content covers every aspect needed for your exam including installation, maintenance,
optimization, security and high availability configuration. I’ve been a long time user of Microsoft
SQL Server, and after putting my time in with this book I realized how under-utilized my
installations have been.
If you are an advanced SQL Administrator, you may find the cadence and pacing of the book slower
than you may like. This is meant to be a training and certification guide, so the content is geared
towards the core competencies needed to achieve your 70-462 exam.

All in all, I am definitely better for having read this book.

